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News as Data, News as Action

Current Issues in the Study 
of News Coverage and 

Protests
Pamela Oliver

Plan for the talk
• Introduction – Co-evolution of news/politics/protest
• News as data
• Transitions

– Data quality concerns
– News holes 
– Looking for protest effects on news

• News as action by strategic responsive actors among other 
strategic responsive actors
– Agenda setting
– Filtering communication
– Reinforcing others’ actions 
– News holes, issue competition, and media/movement 

cycles
• News as action and data

Coevolution of Protest, Politics, News

• Movements change in coevolutionary 
relationships with political regimes, news 
media, and other actors

• All may be thought of as sets of actions by 
diverse actors

• Statistical distribution of actions evolve over 
time

• Actions affect other actions
– Diffusion of actions & ideas
– Strategic interaction between different actors
– Flows of resources or information
– Others’ actions can have reinforcing effects

The goal is to theorize the ways in which 
grassroots protest movements, institutional 
politics, and the news media co-evolve over time, 
and the ways the logic of news-writing effects the 
system.

media
coverage

institutional
politics

movements

Today’s talk poses the question, rather than answers it!

News as Data: Protest Events Research

• Newspapers are the most readily available 
source of information about protests and 
social movements

• Newspapers are published routinely and 
regularly

• A great deal of research takes newspapers as 
given sources of information

• Event-oriented studies: code events from the 
news and then study them over time

• Detailed studies of event series reveal 
important evidence about how processes 
work

• I will flash through examples

Doug McAdam “Tactical Innovations”

• Uses plots of the sequencing of events 
in the Civil Rights Movement to argue 
– New tactics explain steep rises in events
– Dynamics of the CRM: protest first, then 

segregationist response, then federal 
response

• Data are from the New York Times Index
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Civil Rights Events Fig 1 (McAdam)

Doug McAdam, “Tactial Innovations,” ASR 1093

The “take 
off point

Civil Rights Events Fig 2 (McAdam)

Doug McAdam, “Tactial Innovations,” ASR 1093

Sit-ins drive the 1960 spike

Civil Rights Events Fig 3 (McAdam)

Doug McAdam, “Tactial Innovations,” ASR 1093

Civil Rights Events Fig 4 (McAdam)

Doug McAdam, “Tactial 
Innovations,” ASR 1093

The plot shows 
that movement 
actions, the 
solid line, 
generally leads 
an action peak, 
followed by 
segregationist 
and government 
actions

1960s Black Urban Riots

• Data compiled by newspaper clipping service 
from local newspapers

• Data set originally constructed by Gregg 
Carter

• Daniel J. Myers did extensive analysis using 
event-history modeling techniques.  After the 
seasonal cycles are controlled, there are clear 
diffusion effects
– Big riots diffused nationally
– Smaller riots diffused regionally
– Television broadcast areas account for the 

regional diffusion patterns

Monthly Riot Counts 1964-1971
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1960s Riots, Weekly Counts (truncated)
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German Protests

• Ruud Koopmans (ASR 1993) examines 
the mix of confrontational, 
demonstrative and violent actions over 
time

• Argues the dynamics are driven by 
repressive actions by regime and 
facilitative actions by political and 
organizational elites

• Data are coded from the Frankfurter 
Rundschau

Protests in Germany 1975-1989
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protests, quarterly counts of events  (Source:
Ruud Koopmans)
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German Protest Events, Monthly Counts

German Protests, Monthly Counts
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Iran Revolution

• Karen Rasler (ASR 1996) examines the 
effects of repression on protest, arguing 
that it initially suppresses protest, but 
then there is a later rebound effect 
through spatial diffusion of protest to 
other areas

• Data are several news sources

Rasler, Iran Revolution (ASR 1996)

Rasler, Iran Revolution (ASR 1996)
And MANY More

• Event approaches and newspaper (news 
archive) data are the only viable source of 
longitudinal data on protest events (and many 
other types of events)

• Underpinnings of quantitative event-oriented 
approaches to understanding dynamics of 
collective action and politics

• Lots of interesting & important research 
problems to explore

• BUT . . . 
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We’re Ignoring Something
The Elephant in the Living Room

• These studies of over-time dynamics assume 
that newspapers capture “true” picture of 
events: “events in newspapers” are treated as 
equivalent to “events”

• Assumption that “all” events are captured is 
obviously wrong, never actually defended 

• Authors generally argue (hope) that 
newspaper coverage of events is “unbiased” 
statistically
– A constant % of events 
– OR Essentially random
– OR AT LEAST a CONSISTENT selection structure 

(so changes over time are validly assessed)

News as Data: The “Selection Bias” 
Problem

• “Bias” used in the statistical sense to 
refer to the selection structure: from the 
pool of events of interest that actually 
occurred, what got into the news?

• There is no data available to support the 
assumption of “unbiased” event 
sampling in newspapers, in fact theory 
& research suggest the opposite

• Even the hope of a consistent selection 
structure  over time is unsupported by 
data

Selection Bias Studies

• Need an external reference source for 
comparison

• Police permit records & Police logs
– McCarthy, McPhail & Smith
– Oliver et al Madison study

• Or inter-media comparisons
– Long tradition of comparing local & 

national news sources or of comparing 
different national sources

McCarthy, McPhail, Smith (ASR 1996)

• Washington DC “First Amendment” 
Event Permits 
– Compare 1982 & 1991

• New York Times Index + Full-text read of 
Washington Post

• Event size is the major factor predicting 
coverage, but proportion of events 
covered was quite different in the two 
years

McCarthy, McPhail, Smith ASR 1996
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McCarthy, McPhail, Smith 1996 ASR
McCarthy, McPhail, Smith 1996

Multiple logistic regression for “any 
coverage”significant effects:

• Size of event
• Not on a weekend
• Issues had widely varying probability of 

coverage.  Highly covered issues:
– 1982:  Middle East/Lebanon War, against nuclear 

weapons, ERA
– 1991: Gulf War, health care, jobs/economy. 
– (1991 less coverage than average: veterans, 

environment)

The Madison Project

• Compiled records of public events from police 
agencies:
– Madison police parade permits
– Madison police log (1994 only)
– Capitol police permits
– Capitol police log
– University police log
– Street Use Committee

• Used Nexis searches to find these events in 
archives of Capital Times and Wisconsin 
State Journal

• Which events known by police are in the 
news?

Madison project 1994: Types of Events

1994 Mix of Event Types, By Data Source
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Protest Other Message Display Social

Madison Study 1 (Oliver & Myers AJS 
1999)

• Focused on all public events in 1994
• Compared protests to other event forms

– Protests often involve conflict and received more 
news coverage than most other event forms

– Non-conflict message events (e.g. health, charity) 
were less likely to receive news coverage

– Location of event mattered as well as size
• News hole effects

– Day of week 
– Number of other events
– Whether legislature was in session

Figure 1: Weekly frequencies of protests and demonstrations. Black total, white in news.
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Figure 2: Weekly frequencies of other message events. Black total, white in news.
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Figure 3: Weekly frequencies of displays. Black total, white in news.
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Figure 4: Weekly frequencies of social & entertainment events. Black total, white in news.
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Madison 1994 Social & Entertainment Events Madison Study 2 (Oliver & Maney AJS 
2000)
• 1993-1996
• “Message events” only: apparent purpose is 

to influence the actions or opinions of non-
participants
– Protest forms: marches, rallies, vigils, unpermitted 

protests
– Other forms: speeches, ceremonies, miscellaneous
– Displays

• Overall, content (specific issue addressed) 
affects news coverage more than event form 
(except size)

• Again, analysis of events in police records, to 
see which are in newspapers

Yearly 
Variations

Published 
article stresses 
that newspapers 
showed fewer 
protests in 1996 
when, in fact, 
there were 
more

Madison protest cycles

The next few slides show different images 
of police versus newspaper records of 
events
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Madison Protests: Total (black), in news (white)

Madison Protest Events 1993-1996, Weekly Counts 
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Protest participants vs. protest events
• Most events are small, involve relatively few 

people
• A few events are much larger
• The larger events are much more likely to get 

news coverage
• Note that McCarthy et al. found a huge decline 

in proportion of protests getting news coverage 
between 1982 and 1991, even for the largest 
events

• But in Madison, weighting events by numbers of 
participants shows that the Madison news DID 
cover the large share of protest participants

Participants in Madison Protests 1993-1996
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Madison Protests, 13-week average of log(participants)

Log of Participants in Protest, total & covered; 13 week averages
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Lots of protests about 
different issues 4th

week of April ‘96

Issue, Form, Year & News Coverage

The gap between actual 
and reported events is 
consistently greater in 
1996: I speculate due to 
election: News 
competition effect

Total Participants in Protests, Actual & 
News

However, this analysis assumed the 
police data were “true” data

In fact, there are also selection 
biases in police data

Police records are also selective 
(Maney & Oliver 2000)
• For one month (May 1994), searched 

newspapers for all records of public events
• Compared this to police records
• There were A LOT of public events described 

in newspapers that were not in police records
• Police records can have as much selection 

bias as newspapers
• The selection logics of different sources are 

different
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Data source for public events, May 1994

Data Source
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Back to newspapers?
• Many studies show that news coverage of events is 

generally more complete the closer the news source is 
to the events

• Local newspapers cover might higher proportions of 
the events in their catchments than “national” 
newspapers

• All newspapers (including the New York Times) are 
“local” newspapers.  All give much more attention to 
their locality.

• Probably the best available data for protest events is a 
collection of local newspapers, supplemented and 
cross-validated by other sources (police records, 
movement organization records, etc.)

What about news coverage of 
repression?

When we use news sources for 
protest-repression dynamics, can 
we trust the data? (Or police data, 
for that matter!)

Terror in Guatemala

• Source: Report by Patrick Ball for 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science Human Rights 
Data Collection project, “State Violence 
in Guatemala, 1960-1996: A Quantitative 
Reflection” (1999)

• Three sources of data: newspaper 
accounts, documents, interviews

• There was government intimidation of 
the press during the height of the terror
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Terror in Guatemala Guatemala: News Coverage

Guatemala: News accounts, Rural vs. 
Urban Guatemala: Proportion Rural

What about milder repression in 
democracies?

• Wisler and Giugni, Mobilization 1999
• Police and newspaper data
• Dynamics of police repression of protesters 

and news coverage in Switzerland
• Repression initially erratic while “civil rights” 

is debated in the media.  Later, “law and 
order” becomes dominant, the media stop 
covering the protests and the police lock in to 
repression.

• News covers neither the protest nor the 
repression just as the repression is highest

Wisler and Giugni Figure 2
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Conclusions about news coverage of 
repression
• Repression against dissidents is often linked to tacit 

support of the news media OR to repression of the 
news media

• News coverage of repression is often likely to be 
lower precisely when repression itself is higher

• In other cases, the general public supports repression 
and news coverage increases repression

• The interplay of repression and protest is affected by 
the news media, but how can we assess this when the 
news is our only source of data?

Towards News As Actor

Do events cause news, or does 
news cause events?

Does protest “work”for gaining news coverage?

• Idea of protest is to draw attention to an ISSUE.  Does it 
work? Does protest increase issue coverage? 

• Implies a model of tapping news coverage of an issue 
over time, seeing if protest events intervene
– Have to control for prospective coverage of planned 

events
• We did a preliminary investigation of 4 issues: 

abortion, Crandon mine, death penalty, funding for 
disability services

• Average news coverage of ISSUE tended to be either 
the same or even somewhat LOWER after a protest 
than before it!

All Four Issues Taken Together

Average daily articles about the relevant issue in the 15 days before and after 
a protest, by event coverage
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Disability Services Funding
Average daily articles about disability services in the 15 days before and after 

disability services protest, by event coverage
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Crandon Mine
Average daily articles about Crandon mine in the 15 days before and after 

Crandon mine protest, by event coverage
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This issue does seem to show a positive protest effect

News Coverage and Protest
• News coverage of an issue can spark protests about 

that issue
• This is logical, people made aware of a problem
• Many/most of these “problems” originate in 

institutional politics
• But this makes the news media an “actor” in the 

coevolving relationships between protesters and 
regimes

• Forces us to THEORIZE the relationship between 
news and protest to understand news as data

• Requires theorizing news coverage of “issues” in 
coevolutionary terms

News as a set of actions

• Like a social movement, news is an evolving set of 
actions

• If you plot news stories about issue, you get event 
plots that look a lot like the protest plots I showed 
you

• Reading of the “issue” coverage over time showed 
how it went up and down, sometimes randomly, 
sometimes in response to outside events

• Like protest dynamics, news story production has 
some internal logic and dynamics, but is also 
responsive to outside actions

• Actions by one kind of actor influence the subsequent 
actions by other actors (of the same & different kinds)

News as action responds to other 
actions

• This is the whole point of “news”: it is 
supposed to respond to external actions 
by reporting on them.

• Like anyone else, news reporters 
become sensitized to issues and events.  
Not only to those reported in their own 
newspaper, but those arriving through 
other communication channels.

• News reporting is deeply constrained by 
the news hole and competition between 
issues & stories for space. 

News as action affects other actions

1. Direct action: News initiates its own actions which 
affect the perceptions of other actors about social 
issues/problems.  Investigative journalism, 
crusading reporters/editors.  “Agenda setting.” 

2. Indirect effect on diffusion: News “selects” which 
actions will influence other actions by selecting 
which are reported on.  Acts as a  communication 
channel.  Only reported actions can affect others.

3. Reinforcement effect: When actors “succeed” in 
getting news coverage of their actions, this acts as 
a positive reinforcement, encourages them to do 
more.
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Agenda setting

• There has been a lot of research the 
relation between media political 
institutions on political agenda-setting

• Protest & social movement researchers 
need to recognize the agenda-setting 
function of the news media for 
protesters as well

Filtering diffusion
• Protest spreads when people learn about the protests of 

others
• Mass media news coverage is the key mechanism 

whereby protest information spreads outside a single 
social network

• Shutting down newspapers suppresses rebellion not 
only because it silences critics, but because it hampers 
diffusion of protest information

• But, of course, diffusion also affects news coverage: 
bigger events are more likely to be covered.  This is a 
positive feedback system: diffusion increases news 
coverage, news coverage increases diffusion

• We need to talk about why the process stops

Reinforcement

• Getting news coverage of a protest is a 
“success” for that protest, is reinforcing

• Reinforced behaviors tend to be repeated
• In working to find models that can replicate 

real protest events series, I learned that 
“external random (or intermittent) success” is 
a plausible mechanism producing realistic-
looking event plots (see next plot)

• A model of simple mutual reinforcement 
(news and protest reward each other) is less 
able to look like empirical plots
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Theorizing News Hole Effects
• News Hole Effects.  The central feature of the 

news.  Rarely theorized.
• News coverage of any issue can never evolve 

solely from its own internal logic, must always
coevolve in competition with other issues

• Evolve here = go up and down in frequency of 
mention AND change in its themes/content 
over time

• Two distinct components:
1. On a given day, it is fixed. 
2. It varies, especially in newspapers.  Varies by day 

of the week, season of the year

Competition for space in the news hole

• The likelihood of any event or issue making the 
news is never just a function of its own 
properties (or news organization properties) 
but is ALWAYS affected by the competition 
from other potentially-newsworthy events

• Things that have nothing at all to do with the 
events/issues of interest affect their likelihood 
of appearing in the news

• “Big stories” crowd out everything else, “slow 
news periods” open space for new issues to 
get a hearing

• Movement issues have to take turns, leading to 
issue attention cycles.

News hole competition can create 
protest cycles
• A model of mutual reinforcement between 

news and protest without competition rapidly 
produces the unrealistic result that both 
protest and news coverage about the issue 
become constant

• But introducing a constraint that only one 
issue at a time can be dominant, coupled with 
a bias toward continuing with the same issue 
and a random element that lets protesters 
slacken occasionally, produces contingent 
and variable cycles among issues.

• The next few plots show some examples.

Example of Two Actors Alternating
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Example of actors taking turns across 
iterations

6:16 AM   Fri, May 31, 2002
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Two actors compete for dominance

6:36 AM   Fri, May 31, 2002
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Variability in news hole size

• Newspaper news holes are driven by ads, and 
vary cyclically 
– Weekly
– Seasonal
– Economic trends (generic and specific to the news 

organization)
• Newspaper news holes change when layout, 

font sizes, etc. change
• These mundane changes can affect the news 

coverage of particular issues and, through 
feedback effects, the movements themselves

Sin wave probability of success
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This actor randomly generated action before the 
probability went up

8:36 PM   Fri, May 31, 2002
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Summing across 5 actors shows more influence of the 
cycle

8:36 PM   Fri, May 31, 2002
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News as Data and Action

Selection bias and coevolution 
as an integrated theory of the 
relation between news, politics, 
and protest

The vision

• Theorize the underlying interactive 
reinforcement relationships

• Theorize the logic of news media selection 
processes, especially the news hole effects

• Use simulations to test whether patterns in 
the observable news data (coupled with 
cross-validation checks) can be diagnostic of 
the underlying relationships that generated 
them

• Struggling with the methodological problem 
opens the door to a new world of theorizing


